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President Fallon sets positive tone for EMU's future at investiture
For Eastern Michigan University to go fro'Tl good to great, John Fallon, its 21st i:resident,
said the institution's main obstacles aren't money, its personnel or its infrastruc:ure.
Its main challenge lies in attitude.
I would contend that it's
attitude...the absence of a
clear, authentic, consistent
and abiding positive,
confident and optimistic
attitude," Fallon said during
his investiture speech
before a packed crowd in
Quirk Theatre April 7. "I've
been around long enough
now to know, empirically
and unequivocally, that
positive attitude can
compensate for
shortcomings in other more
substantive areas. I've
seen well-supported
organizations with vitally
important missions get
stuck in the mud because of FALLON'S MEDALLION: John Fallon receives 1he
presidential medallion from Board of Regent Chair
their attitude. And I've
Karen Valvo during the president's investiture in
also seen struggling
Quirk Theatre April 7. Fallon was officially sworn in
organizations do heroic
things simply because they as Eastern Michigan University's 21st president.
just knew they could. Attitude, and its related component - trust, respect,
comportment and integrity - are everything."
"We have work to do on our attitude. We need to embrace the notion that ther-2 isn't
much that we can't accomplish if we put our minds to it," he continued. "More mportant,
we need to embrace each other. The emerging context of shared governance here will
provide the backdrop and context for this to take place. And the spirit of trust, respect
and integrity will provide the lubricant t1at permits us to engage the institutior 's
flywheel and get it moving faster and more deliberately. We can do this and get to a
place that's rightful for us. And the prirr ary beneficiaries of this, happily, will b= our
students."
Fallon's tone of future hope, prosperity and priorities for EMU was met with en:husiastic
applause and a standing ovation from a crowd that included several of Fallon's family
members, friends and longtime professional colleagues and mentors frorr other
institutions of higher learning. Dignitaries included Sen. Liz Brater (D-18), EMU Board of
Regent Chair Karen Valvo, fellow regen:s Jan Brandon and Floyd Clack, a1d Efl.lU Alumni
Association President Karen Pitton.
More on this story...
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Fallon sets positive tone for
EMU's future at investiture

By Ron Podell

For Eastern Michigan University to go from good to great, John Fallon, its
21st president, said the institution's main obstacles aren't money, its
personnel or its infrastructure.
Its main challenge lies in a:titude.
I would contend
that it's
attitude...the
absence of a
clear, authentic,
consistent and
abiding positive,
confident and
optimistic
attitude," Fallon
said during his
investiture
speech before a
packed crowd in
Quirk Theatre
April 7. "I've
been around
long enough now
to know,
empirically and
unequivocally,
CONGRATULATIONS: Eastern Michigan University
that positive
President John Fallon receives congratulations
attitude can
from Jeanne Thomas, dean of the College of Health
compensate for
and Human Services, outside Quirk Theatre shortly
shortcomings in
after Fa Ion's investiture.
other more
substantive areas. I've see, well-supported organizations with vitally
important missions get stuck in the mud because of their attitude. And
I've also seen struggling organizations do heroic things simply because
they just knew they could. Attitude, and its related component - trust,
respect, comportment and integrity - are everything."
"We have work to do on our attitude. We need to embrace the notion that
there isn't much that we can't accomplish if we put our minds to it," he
continued. "More important, we need to embrace each other. The
emerging context of sharec governance here will provide the backdrop and
context for this to take place. And the spirit of trust, respect and integrity
will provide the lubricant that permits us to engage the institution's
flywheel and get it moving faster and more deliberately. We can do this
and get to a place that's ri�htful for us. And the primary beneficiaries of
this, happily, will be our students."

Fallon's tone of future hope, prosperity and priorities for EMU was met with
enthusiastic applause and a standing ovation from a crowd that included
several of Fallon's family members, friends and longtime professional
colleagues and mentors from other institutions of higher learning.
Dignitaries included Sen. Liz Brater (D-18), EMU Board of Regent Chair
Karen Valvo, fellow regents Jan Brandon and Floyd Clack, and EMU Alumni
Association President Karen Pitton.
"It is no secret that Michigan is facing difficult times. We need audacious
thinkers and risk takers who are willing to roll up their sleeves and do the
hard work necessary to help steady our course," Brater said to Fallon. "We
know we can count on you and Eastern Michigan University to respond to
the critical educational, social and economic needs of the region."
Outgoing Student
Government President
Bobby Murkowski lauded
Fallon for his efforts to get
to know students and
including them in the
decision-making process
early on.
"With all of the pressing
concerns on your plate, it
would have been easy for
you to delegate "student
issues" to someone else but that's not in your DNA,"
Murkowski said. "You've
demonstrated a true
MOVING FORWARD: John Fallon, EMU's
commitment to the belief
21st president, makes a point during his
that everything at EMU
investiture.
should be student
centered."
During his speech, Fallon said where students and faculty meet and
engage in teaching and learning, EMU "is rock-solid."
I have come to conclude that we are as good as any and better than most
at this," he said, citing students consistently speaking with reverence
about their teachers.
Fallon admitted, early on after he was hired, he often woke up in a cold
sweat, worrying about how EMU would compete with that other institution
- the University of Michigan - down the road. But, he said he came to his
peace with that.
"Even though it took me a while, I finally figured this out. We don't
compete with that university at all... shouldn't, can't, won't," Fallon said,
stopping when an unexpected round of applause occurred. "Our proximity
to it is not at all the liability that it first appears to be. In fact, it's an
important asset. This proximity, about 5.2 miles by my calculation, permits
us to define our university in ways that are different - no less special,
mind you, but markedly different - than that institution. And so my
perspective and, hopefully our perspective, has progressed from one
rooted in worry to one that embraces the associated opportunity."

Thos opportunities will occur as long as EMU "keeps sticking to our
knitting," meaning the institution continues to do what it does best, Fallon
said.
"Indeed, I
believe that by
sticking to our
knitting, we can
emerge over
the next
several years
as the model
for the
engaged,
focused
contemporary
American
university and
OH HAPPY DAY: EMU President John Fallon joined
occupy a
special niche in the EMU Gospel Choir in a rendition of "Oh Happy
Day" during the president's investiture in Quirk
the
constellation of Theatre April 7.
public
universities in this state... a position of uniqueness, honor and respect,"
Fallon said.
In addition to his remarks, Fallon, during the investiture, had the
presidential medallion ceremoniously placed around his neck by Valvo.
Fallon also participated with EMU's Gospel Choir in a rousing rendition of
"Oh Happy Day" that had the audience clapping and swaying.
After Fallon's investiture speech, a reception took place in the McKenny
Union Ballroom where multitudes of faculty, staff and students offered
their heartfelt congratulations and enjoyed crackers, cheese cubes, fresh
fruit, punch and water. Evening investiture activities included a strolling
dinner and a performance of EMU Theatre's production of "Ain't
Misbehavin"' in Quirk Theatre.
The dinner and theatre production served as a fundraiser to establish at
least one, new endowed student scholarship and bring an additional 19
scholarships up to the required award level. The events, combined, raised
approximately $30,000, $10,000 of which will be used to establish a new
scholarship.
"These will be available to our students next year," Fallon said.
"The investiture of a university president offers a unique opportunity to
reflect upon the history of the institution, the traditions of higher education
that date back centuries and the beginning of a new era of leadership at
Eastern Michigan University," said Interim Provost Don Loppnow, who
served as presiding officer during the investiture.
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Distinguished
Faculty: Bednekoff
honored for
scholarly/creative
activity for research
in ecological
behavior

......._

By Ron Podell
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As a boy growing up in Pittsburg, Ka1sas, Peter Bednekoff was used to
being surrounded by animals, both domestic and wild. His familiarity with
everything from family pets to coyot=?s and great horned owls set the stage
for his future research in behavioral =?cology, which includes the study of
anti-predatory behavior in animals.
Bednekoff, an associate professor of biology at Eastern Michigan
University, was honored March 29 w th the Ronald W. Collins Distinguished
Faculty Award for Scholarly and Crective Activity. The award includes a
plaque and a $3,500 honorarium. He was cited for his extensive research
in behavioral ecology.
"It's a great
honor. I was
surprised to
win," said
Bednekoff,
who came to
EMU in 1997
as an
associate
professor.
"It's always
nice to be
appreciated."
Since he's
been at
EMU, he has
authored or
co-authored
26 published
articles in
high-ranking
scholarly
journals. His RESEARCH TAKES FLIGHT: Peter Bednekoff, an
associate professor of biology, won this year's Ronald
sentinel
research has W. Collins Distinguished Faculty Award for
Scholarly/Creative Activity. Much of his research
been
featured in centers around birds and anti-predatory behavior.
"Science,"
"Economist" and "The N.Y. Times." S=?ntinels are members of animal
groups that watch from prominent, exposed positions while other members
of the group are engaged in other ac:ivities, usually feeding.
Bednekoff has particularly studied sentinel behavior in Florida scrub jays.
Bednekoff observed that the sentinel scrub jays, perched on shrubs,
watched for the threat of hawks while other scrub jays fed on the ground.
However, the amount of time the scrJb jays acted as sentinels was directly
related to how well fed they were. If they had ample food, the scrub jays
tended to act as sentinels longer. If not, they still acted as sentinels but
not for as long a period as they, too, needed food. Bednekoff was able to
determine this by providing bits of peanuts to increase the scrub jays' food
suoolv.

"The work on sentinel behavior is sort of the biggest splash I've done
here," Bednekoff said. "But, it's not what I get cited for the most."
What he is cited for the most is his anti-predator behavior work with Steve
Lima, a biologist at Indiana State University. The two have studied dark
eyed juncos, particularly how they feed while also watching for predators.
Their research is unique in that they create artificial situations in the
natural environment to determine how the birds' behavior adapts when the
environment changes.
Bednekoff and Lima surmised the junco should be able to see movement
out of the corner of its eye, even with its head down as it looks for food. To
demonstrate that theory, the two set out a number of 4-inch barriers in
the bird's habitat. Without the barriers in place, the birds would peck
longer at the ground before lifting their heads to look around. With the
barriers in place, the birds tended to lift their head more often to gauge
their surroundings for predators.
"With the barriers, they had a schedule of lifting their heads more often.
Four pecks, lift. Four pecks, lift," Bednekoff said.
The two also conducted similar research to determine the juncos'
peripheral vision, but added a natural predator - a hawk - to the
environment. The hawk, tied on a string, was released down a 15-meter
chute. In cases where no barriers existed to block the juncos' peripheral
vision, the junkos flew away as soon as the hawk's beak entered the chute,
Bednekoff said. When the 4-inch barriers were added on the ground, the
hawk, in all but one case, came within 5-7 meters before the birds flew off.
"I didn't know I'd become a behavioral ecologist," said Bednekoff of his
college plans when he attended the University of Tulsa. "I didn't know
there was such a thing. I just thought I'd major as an ecologist."
But, after observing captive birds and writing his senior thesis on spiders
at Tulsa, he became fascinated with watching the behavior of wildlife.
Bednekoffs ecology research continued at Oxford University when he
explored fat reserves of small birds in winter. During his last year there, he
went to Botswana, Africa, where he helped a fellow student radio-track and
observe antelope. During that study, he learned to check for lions before
using the outdoor toilet. That experience, he said, shaped his thinking
about anti-predatory behavior.
"It's good to find food. It's bad to be food," Bednekoff said, as he recalled
that experience and shared it with the audience at the Faculty Awards
Ceremony March 29.
Because the lions could be heard near camp at night, Bednekoff said one
could not stray far to go to the bathroom, which may be the bushes. It also
was not a good idea to try the campground bathroom, a concrete
structure, at night. A lion or sometimes a leopard would be in there, he
said.
Postdoctoral work took him to Northern Arizona University, where he
studied four types of birds that stored pine seeds, and the University of
British Columbia, which provided himwith the opportunity to travel to the
Galapagos Islands and study the love life of marine iguanas.
"He is the lone behavior biologist of birds in our department. One way that
he stays engaged in his research is by maintaining active academic
relationships with colleagues at the University of Michigan and beyond,"
said Tamara Greco, department head of biology, in her nomination letter
for Bednekoff. "With such an impressive record of publications, invited

seminars and professional affiliations, we are thrilled that he chooses to
continue his vibrant career at EMU."
Bednekoff received his doctorate from Oxford University (he was a Rhodes
Scholar) and his bachelor's degree in environmental biology from the
University of Tulsa.
His membership in professional organizations includes the Animal Behavior
Society, International Society for Behavioral Ecology, Ecological Society of
America, American Society of Naturalists and Sigma Xi. Since fall 2002, he
has served as associate editor for "Behavioral Ecology and Sociobiology."
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Distinguished
Faculty:
Shillington's
fascination with
spiders translates to
classroom

By Leigh Soltis

The small, eight-legged credtures trat strike fear in the hearts of millions
have become a passion for :ara Shillington. Arachnophobia is not a
problem for the assistant professor of biology, who shares her love of
spiders with her students here at Er-1u.
People are afraid of spiders because they don't understand them, saic
Shillington.
"I show people how fascinating they are and it helps to overcome the
fear."
Shillington,
who came to
EMU in 2001
to teach non
biology
majors, is the
2006 recipient
of the Ronald
W. Collins
Distinguished
Faculty
Teaching I
Award, given
to faculty with
less than five
years of
teaching at
EMU. She
received a
plaque and a
$3,500
honorarium.

WEB OF KNOWLEDGE: Cara Shillington's tarantula
research is often introduced into some of her classes.
The assistant professor of biology is the 2006
recipient of the Ronald W. Colins Distinguished
Faculty Teaching I Award.

"This is really exciting," said Shillin(;ton. "It's nice to know that people
notice all the hard work I put in. I am very well supported by the
department."
Shillington has the tough job of teaching the introductory biology cou ·se
for non-biology majors, a required general education class. Just like
teaching spiders to people who are afraid of spiders, she must teach
biology to students who are often skittish about biology.
"Her job is perhaps the most heroic in the department - standing in .:ront
of more than 300 students each fall. students who aren't that excited
about biology, and getting them excited about biology," wrote Tamri'!f
Greco, the head of the department of biology and one of Shillington s
nominators.
Shillington is up to the challenge, using it as an opportunity to show
students just how exciting biology C3n be. Since the students in this class
aren't usually going further in biology, there aren't as many required topics
to cover.

'It gives me some leeway to bring in fun stuff. We can spend more time on
nteresting topics and talk about things that they might have heard about
n the news," said Shillington.
Shillington makes use of new technology to help manage her large class.
She uses an electronic personal response system during her lectures to see
immediate feedback on what the students understand and what they don't
understand. Shillington poses a question to the class, and each student
::hooses his or her answer on a personal remote. The results show up in a
graph form that allows both Shillington and the students to see how many
answered correctly or incorrectly.
"It helps to break up class time and lets the students chat amongst
themselves," said Shillington. "Students aren't as afraid to ask questions
when they see they aren't the only ones who got something wrong."
In addition to introductory biology, Shillington also has taught classes on
behavioral ecology, parasitology and her passion, spiders.
The first assignment in her spider class was to find and maintain a spider
for a month. One student dropped the class after hearing this information.
"By the end of the class, the students were less wary of spiders and more
interested in them in their environment," said Shillington.
Shillington shows a special interest in tarantulas, a large, hairy variety
found all over the world. She has more than 180 of them in her lab and
has kept numerous tarantulas as pets over the years. In her time handling
tarantulas, Shillington has only been bit once.
"It was my fault," said Shillington. "The North American variety is very
non-aggressive. If you get bit, you probably deserved it because you
scared it or aggravated it in some way."
Shillington first became interested in spiders while working on a bachelor's
degree in engineering. She moved to the United States from South Africa
to attend college at Washington State University. She acquired her first
tarantula as an undergraduate student, after hearing that they made great
pets.
"They're really pretty cute when you look at them," said Shillington.
"They're small and hairy. People like cute furry things."
Fascinated by the creatures, she shifted her interest to the field of biology,
completing a bachelor's degree in zoology at Washington State University.
She was able to study tarantulas as part of her master's degree in zoology,
also at Washington State. For her doctorate, Shillington went to Oklahoma
State University, where she could be closer to tarantulas in their natural
environment.
After finishing her doctorate in zoology in 2001, Shillington applied for a
job at EMU.
"I really liked the combination of teaching and research here," said
Shillington. "Usually it's either one or the other."
Shillington enjoys involving the students, both graduate and
undergraduate, in research. This year, she's had two students present
posters at the Undergraduate Symposium and a graduate student won one
of the best oral presentation awards at the Graduate Research Fair. This
summer, she plans to attend, with two undergraduate and two graduate
students, the American Arachnological Society meeting in Baltimore, Md.

Her future research plans include studying the baby tarantulas that were
born this year in her lab and a field project with one of her undergraduate
students, identifying spider species native to the wetlands of this area.
"I'm excited about this new field project," said Shillington. "I can't wait to
get out and see who's around."
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EMU student to
deliver medical
supplies in Africa
this summer

By Leigh Soltis

This summer, Eastern Michigan Uni\. ersity student Lauren Allmayer 'Nill
spend six weeks living out of a backpack on a small African Island with no
electricity and no running water. Anj no, she's not a contestant on th-:
next installment of the reality show,"Survivor."
All mayer, who has never before set foot out of North America, will be
leaving her family and friends behinj as she travels halfway around the
world to help deliver medical supplies to people in need.
"I'm so excited," said Allmayer. "I've always wanted to go to Africa."
Allmayer has been
accepted to Operations
Crossroads Africa, a
cultural-exchange
program founded in 1957
that sends American
students to Africa to work
on projects at the
grassroots level.
"This program is about
sharing positive aspects
of my culture with them,
but not imposing my
beliefs - that's what I
like so much about it,"
says Allmayer.
Operations Crossroads
Africa sends students to
more than eight African
countries to work on
projects ranging from
health and medical relief,
women's issues,
agriculture and education.
Allmayer has been
assigned to a medical
outreach facility on
AFRICAN AID: EMU student Lauren
Mfangano, an island in
Allmayer will spend her summer in Africa,
Lake Victoria off the coast helping residents on the island of
of Kenya. She will help
Mfangano receive medical supplies.
deliver medical supplies
Allmayer has been accepted to Operations
by boat to other small
Crossroads Africa, a cultural exchange
islands in the area.
program.
During this time, she will
live in a three-bedroom house with 8-12 other people from all over the
country.
Allmayer needs to raise $3,500 to cover the cost of the program fee, which
includes transportation, room and board, and medical supplies. She also
needs monev to oav for immunizations and extra items to take with her.

"We aren't allowed any luggage, so I need to buy a large backpack," said
Allmayer. "I also need a regular camera since I won't be able to plug in my
digital."
Allmayer has wanted to go to Africa for a long time. A biology major with
minors in chemistry and literature, she has a special interest in human
diseases. After taking classes in parasitology and germs, plagues and
human infection, Allmayer wants to visit the place where many diseases
originate and evolve.
"Evolution of diseases is super cool," says Allmayer, who can identify four
different types of malaria under a microscope.
Unlike many nearby countries, the island Allmayer will visit doesn't have
an AIDS epidemic. The major illnesses in the area are malnutrition,
malaria, yellow fever and diarrhea related to intestinal parasites.
"I'm excited to bring my own stethoscope," she said. "We're going to be
real medical responders."
Allmayer hopes to educate people about what she learns on her trip. When
she returns, she would like to give presentations or speak to classes about
her experience.
"I don't want to just go and come back and do nothing about it," she said.
This isn't the first volunteer project for Allmayer. Earlier this year, Allmayer
went on Alternative Spring Break to Washington, D.C., to educate teens
about AIDS. She also has been involved in the mentor/NSOA program
and is the coordinator for VISION Green, a community service organization
focused on environmental issues.
"You can actually see the effects of what you do," says Allmayer of her
volunteer work. "It really makes life worthwhile."
Allmayer plans to continue her volunteer work in the future. After she
returns from Africa, she would like to participate in another mission,
possibly something related to education. After graduation, she plans to join
the Peace Corps and help victims of AIDS.
"Most people have excuses why they can't do missions like this - they
don't have enough time or money," says Allmayer. "But those excuses will
be there your entire life. I figure, what better time to do it then now while
I'm young and healthy. We all need to look past ourselves and find what is
really important."
If anyone is interested in helping to sponsor Allmayer's trip, please contact
her at lallmaye@em1ch.edu
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Faculty, tutors
shown appreciation
for hard work

By G reg Axelrad and
Sara Shurm u r

Editor's Note: Students in Melissa Motschal/'s "Writing for Public Relations"
course took on a writing assignment for FOCUS EMU. Motscha/1 wanted her
students to gain some practical experience reporting and writing about a
campus event.

Faculty, tutors, supplemental instructors and lecturers who have made a
difference in the lives of students were honored by Holman Learning
Center at its Sixth Annual Faculty and Tutor Appreciation Day April 3 .
The
program,
which took
place in the
McKenny
Union
Ballroom,
recognizes
and rewards
faculty and
tutors who
have
displayed
excellent
teaching
and learning
.
.
strategies. YOU ARE APPRECIATED: Winners at Holman Learning
Center's Sixth Annual Faculty and Tutor Appreciation
Holman
Day gather after the event, which took place April 3 in
Learning
McKenny Union's Ballroom. Photo by John Ryan
Center
provides supplemental instruction to students; tutors for a variety of
subjects; offers skill-building workshops; testing accommodations; and has
a first-year academic support program.
"I'm struck again and again at the students' passionate descriptions of the
teaching quality of their faculty lecturers and tutors and supplemental
instruction leaders," said Margaret B. Carter, interim director of Holman
Learning Center.
"A lot of people have gone farther than they thought they could because
someone else thought they could," said EMU President John Fallon, who
praised the Holman Learning Center for what it does for students.
Lisa Barley, a professor in the College of Business, was the winner of the
Outstanding Lecturer of Class Instruction.
"The awards are an inspiration to supplement instructors and tutors, along
with faculty. They keep you going," Barley said.
All nominess received a certificate. Winners received a certificate and a
leather frame. The Beyond the Call of Duty recipients each received a
plaque and $750 to attend a professional conference. The Beyond the Call
of Duty Awards are the highest honor presented by Holman Learning
Center to an individual faculty member, lecturer, tutor or supplemental
instruction leader.
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Alida Westman, psychology, faculty;
Mark Waymire, music and dance, lecturer; and
Robin Kirkbride, supplemental instruction leader.
"I was pleased to nominate her ( Kirkbride) for the award and delighted
that she was recognized for her fine work," said Rick Rogers, a history
professor who has had Kirkbride in his History 100 courses. "She is
professional, creative and caring in her dealings with all students, many of
whom have reported to me that she has made a real difference in their
ability to digest difficult material in my course and has even helped them
to become better students in their other courses."
"I wasn't even aware that I had been nominated until two weeks before
the program," Kirkbride said. "I just received a call from Holman Learning
Center asking that I attend."
Faculty awards were given to :
Anthony Adams, College of Arts and Sciences (Outstanding Faculty in
Supplemental Instruction)
John Dugan, College of Arts and Sciences (Supporting Role - outside
classroom)
Scott Boerma, Joseph Csicsila and Barry Pyle, College of Arts and
Sciences (Outstanding Faculty in Classroom Instruction)
John Boyless, College of Technology (Outstanding Faculty in Classroom
Instruction)
Deborah Silverman, College of Health and Human Services (Outstanding
Faculty in Classroom Instruction)
Mary Bigler, College of Education (Outstanding Faculty in Classroom
Instruction)
Lecturer Awards were given to:
Lisa Barley, College of Business, (Outstanding Lecturer in Classroom
Instruction)
Mary Koral and Ruthann Wagner, College of Arts and Sciences
(Outstanding Lecturer in Classroom Instruction)
Lisa Laverty, College of Arts and Sciences (Supporting Role - outside
classroom)
Tutor and Supplemental Instruction Leader Awards were given to :
Stacey Schuler, student (Outstanding Individual Tutor) and
Laura Weakland, student (Outstanding Supplemental Instruction Leader).
-- Ongelia Moore contributed to this report.
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Seventeen research projects conducted by Eastern Michigan University
female faculty received funding for 2005-06 Keal Fellowship Awards.
April 11, 2006 issue
Keal Fellowships
awarded to 17
female faculty

By Ron Podell

Coordinated by the Women's Commission, the fellowships are awarded
once a year. They are available to all tenured and tenure-track women
faculty members who have taught at least two terms at Eastern Michigan
University. The fellowships this year ranged from $218-$300 and can be
used for conducting original research, publishing research results,
attending professional conferences or taking coursework needed for
professional advancement.
Awards this year amount to $4,690 and will be used by female faculty to
present their work in different spheres - from writing a biography of a
19th -century female rancher to performing at the Brazilian Clarinet
Symposium. Fifteen single awards and two joint awards were given. The
committee evaluated a total of 25 applications.
"Because funds were limited this year and all of the applicants met at least
one of the criteria as stated, the committee decided to give priority to
those requesting funds for conducting original research and/or publishing
research results, which might also entail presenting the results," said
Joanne Hansen, chair of the Women's Commission. "The committee and
commission regrets that more funds weren't available so that the individual
fellowships could have been higher and more faculty women could have
benefited from this fellowship."
The award is named for Josephine Nevins Keal, who graduated from EMU
and then Michigan State Normal College in 1901. When she died, she left
$50,000 to EMU and Wayne State University.
Keal Fellowship winners are as follows:
Linda Adler-Kassner, associate professor, English. To support original
research for a new book project, entitled "Activist Writing Program
Administration: Changing Stories."
Ruth Ann Armitage, assistant professor, chemistry. Fro a presentation of
original research at the International Symposium of Archaeology.
Karen Carney, assistant professor, special education.
To support research, publication and presentation of K8 teacher's manual, "Blueprint for Exceptional Writing."
Kathleen Chamberlain, associate professor, history
and philosophy. To support research for a scholarly
biography of 19th-century rancher Susan Mcsween
Barber (1845-1931).
--�---=--___. Christine Clark, assistant professor, geography and
geology. To support research in the chemical variations
Carney
in the tourmaline mineral group.
Margaret Coffman, assistant professor, biology. Coffman presented

scholarly research, entitled "The Virtual Vee Map: A Template for Internet
Inquiry," at the Eleventh Sloan- C International Conference on
Asynchronous Learning Network (ALN).
Kimberly Cole Luevano, associate professor, music
and dance. To perform as a guest artist at the 10th
Annual Brazilian Clarinet Symposium.
Christine Karshin, assistant professor, School of
Health Promotion and Human Performance. To present
"Influence of Health-Risk Behaviors on Hiring : A Survey
of Education Administrators' Perceptions and Practices"
as a research consortium poster presentation at the
2006 AAHPERD National Convention.
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Cole-Luevano

Donna Killingbeck, assistant professor, sociology,
anthropology and criminology. To support original research regarding the
privatization of prisoners.

Beilu Liu, assistant professor, art. To support her artist
residency at The Djerassi Resident Artist Program in
Woodside, Calif.
Chris Mayda, associate professor, geography and
geology. To support publishing a book entitled
"Geography as Art."

Mayda

Brenda Riemer, assistant professor, School of Health
Promotion and Human Performance. To support
research in "Student-Athletic Support Services : Where
are the Students Best Served?"

Sandra Rutherford, assistant professor, geography
and geology. To support research in the effectiveness
and ease of the Digital Library for Earth System
Education (DLESE).
Annette Wannamaker, assistant professor, English
language and literature. To support publishing the book,
entitled "Under the Wolf Suit: Boys in Contemporary
American Children's Literature and Culture."
Amy Young, assistant professor, psychology. To
support research of notes of alcohol use and related
consequences among sexual minority women.

Rutherford

Joint fellowship winners are:
Marion-Dokes Brown, assistant professor, and Toni
Stokes Jones, associate professor, teacher education.
To develop a documentary video and produce a
pamphlet and multimedia presentation on Academic
Service-Learning (ASL).
Karen Schulte, assistant professor, special education ;
and Loreena Parks, assistant professor, special
education. To support the dissemination of data
Parks
gathered through the "EMU Students with Disabilities
Perceptions, Experiences, Outcomes" inquiry project.
..__.L.OJ,,_--"c...:;.:c;....a.�
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George Brower, a former department head of leadership and counseling
and professor of education at EMU from 1954-83, died March 31. He was
85.
April 11, 2006 issue
Former department
head of leadership
and counseling dies

During his tenure at EMU, Brower was an advocate of "futurism" or a
planned future in education, meaning that high schools, middle schools and
elementary schools needed to coordinate education between the levels.

By Ron Podell

"The direction futurism is taking is designing a future," Brower once said in
a newspaper article. "That's different than forecasting; you have much
more into play than just planning. Futuristic planning in its higher form is
putting all of our highest values in operation."
During World War II, he served in the Air Force and
Military Intelligence (ETO) from 1942-45.
Brower received his Ph.D. from Cornell University, his
master's degree in educational administration from the
University of Michigan and his bachelor's degree from
Western Michigan University.

Brower

His career included teaching and administration in
Michigan public schools, and serving as an associate
professor of sociology at Chico State University in Chico,
Calif., from 1951-54, before coming to EMU.

Brower was a former member and an officer of many professional
organizations, including the American Education Research Association,
American Higher Education Association, the National Education Association
and the Michigan Association of School Administrators.
His community activities included being a member and elder/trustee of the
First Presbyterian Church of Ypsilanti and he was a member of Phi Delta
Kappa.
Survivors include his wife, Betty; two sons, Robert and William; a
daughter, Barbara; and five grandchildren.
Contributions in Brewer's memory may be made to the Memorial Garden
Fund of the First Presbyterian Church; to the EMU Foundation, 1349 S.
Huron St., Ypsilanti 48197, for the department of leadership and
counseling or the Leukemia and Lymphoma Society, 1421 E. 12 Mile Rd.,
Building A, Madison Heights, Mich. 48071.
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Eastern Michigan University's athletic teams have made the news of late for accomplishments its athletes have
made in the classroom. The women's and men's swimming and diving teams, in particular, have garnered several
recent academic honors. The teams' overall GPAs ranked nationally, with the women having the #1 academic
ranking as recognized by the College Swimming Coaches Association of America (CSCAA). The women's team
placed the highest number in its history on the All-Mid-American Conference Academic teams while the men had a
league-high. Here are some of those academic honors.
Women's swimming and diving team 3.56 GPA

(best in nation)

Mens' swimming and diving team 3 . 1 0 GPA ( 18th

best in nation)

Women's All-MAC Academic Team six female

swimmers and divers

Men's All-MAC Academic Team six male

swimmers and divers

Source: Athletics Department
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The following are news briefs about important activities and events occurri11g at
Eastern Michigan University.
April 11, 2006 issue
News Briefs
By Ron Podell
• Visioning Task
Force hosts open
forum
• President hosts
open forum April
12
• Stretch with the
Eagles
• Food Gatherers
Drive runs through
April 17
• Student
Appreciation
Luncheon
scheduled April 19
• Got green and
white fever?
• Women's Athletics
bowling outing
• Fore!
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• Visioning Task Force hosts open forum: The Visioning Task Force has
scheduled an open forum for campus Tuesday, April 11, 5-6 p.m., 104
Mark Jefferson. The task fore= is charged with creating a five-to-seven
page document that will represent a clear vision, or picture, of EMU's
pathway of the future and what the University intends to pursue with
great vigor. For more information, e-mail visioning_taskforce@emich.edu
• President hosts
open forum
April 1 2:
Students,
.l
faculty, staff and
the community
are invited to
attend an open
forum with EMU
President John
Fallon,
Wednesday, April
12, 7 : 30-8 : 30
a.m., McKenny
Union dining
area. This is a
great time to find
out more about
what's happening
at EMU and to
ask whatever
questions you
would like to of the presiden:. For information, call 487-4400.
• Stretch with the Eagles: The annual Eastern Michigan University spring
football game will kick off Saturday, April 1 5, 1 p.m., at the football
practice field next to Rynearson Stadium. Beginning at 12:30 p.m., all
youth are invited to join the EMU players and coaches on the field and
" Stretch with the Eagles" pri:>r to the game. Participants will receive a
free "Stretch with the Eagles" T-shirt and have the opportunity to meet
the players and coaches. Admission to the spring game is free. For more
information, log on to emueagles.com or call 487- 1050.
• Food Gatherers Drive drive runs through April 17: Inspired by guest
lecturer Peggy Harless, of VISION, the PEGN 210 Wellness and Fitness
class is putting together a ec:nned food drive through April 17. The food
collected will go to Food Gat1erers, an organization that provides food
assistance to more than 100 nonprofit organizations. There will be a
collection box in 318 Porter to drop off nonperishable foods (please '10
glass or expired foods). The class's goal is to collect 400 cans of food. For
more information, go to foodgatherers.org or contact course professor
Suzanne Zelnik at suzanne.zelnik@emich.edu
• Student Appreciation Luncheon scheduled April 19: Dining Services
;md McKennv Union invite araduatina students to attend its Student

Appreciation Luncheon Wednesday, April 19, 11 a.m.-1 : j U p.m.,
McKenny Union Ballroom. In addition to enjoying a special lunch buffet as
guests of honor, graduating students will be eligible to win a graduation
fee waiver ($90 value). Student tickets are $9. 70 and staff tickets are
$10.95, and can be paid by cash, check or charge. To order tickets, e
mail Linda Panzica at lpanzica@emich.edu in the Event Planning Office
with the following information: department name & phone number, office
location, contact name/phone number/e-mail address, and a Banner
number or requisition number.
• Got green and white
fever?: Itching to get
out and release some of
your EMU spirit? Relieve
your itch and catch the
wave of excitement
surrounding
Homecoming Week
2006 by joining the EMU
Homecoming
committee. You can be
a part of all the
festivities that welcome
students, alumni,
faculty, staff and friends
back to campus. For further information, contact Homecoming co-chairs
Vicki Reaume, 487-0250, or Jeff Koras, 487-4192, by April 19.
• Women's Athletics bowling outing: The inaugural Women's Athletics
Bowling Outing is scheduled April 22, Ypsi-ArborLanes, 2985 Washtenaw
Ave., Ypsilanti. The event, which replaces the Walk for Women's
Athletics, begins with registration at 11:30 a.m., a warm-up at noon,
three games of bowling at 12:30 p.m. and a live auction, program closing
and awards presentations beginning at 3 : 30 p.m. Lane sponsorships are
available for $200 and five-person bowling teams can enter for $150.
Please mail registration and payment by April 14 to : Josh Burgett, c/o
Women's Athletics Bowling Outing, Eastern Michigan University Athletics,
799 N. Hewitt Rd., Convocation Center, Ypsilanti, MI 48197.
• Fore!: Eagle Crest Golf Course is open for the season. EMU students,
faculty and staff (with ID) can play 18 holes with a cart for $35 and 'line
for just $20! Get out and enjoy this challenging, professional course in
one of southeast Michigan's most beautiful settings. And don't forget to
take a look at all the new merchandise in the Pro Shop. PGA Pro David
Horstman and his staff will be glad to assist you with all your golf needs.
Eagle Crest is open from 8 a.m. to 6 : 30 p.m. daily. For more information
or for tee times, call 487-2441.
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Gerr Beaugrand
E.Xecutive Secretary
Vice President for
Enrollment Services

I

came to Eastern 30 years ago as the first secretary to the department of development. With four lively children,
I was attracted to the job's pay and benefits, which were better than my previous job at a bank.
Since then I've worked around the campus, in Housing, for Vice President Courtney McAnuff when he was the
dean of admissions and financial aid, then in marketing and communications, and again for Courtney during the
last few years as his secretary in enrollment services.
I'm glad I've had the opportunity to work here. It's a great place and I've met so many great people and made a
lot of friends. The tuition waiver helped my sons attend and graduate from Eastern. Their education here helped
them get good jobs and I am very grateful for that.
The students here are fun and friendly. Sometimes they come in upset, but they usually leave happy. I have five
students that work for me, and I'm going to miss them, my colleagues, friends and boss when I leave.
I'm planning to retire this September. People thought it was never going to happen, but it really is! I've had a
good job with a good boss for many years, and I am grateful for the time I've had here at Eastern.

After I retire, I would like to travel, and hopefully write a book. 1·11 be sad to go out, at me same ume, nappy co
have more time to spend with family and friends.

